
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1230

The hairs are standing upside down!

At the moment when they heard this scene, everyone’s hairs stood

upright.

There is boundless fear in his eyes!

Instantly kill three masters?

Wen Qian and the others only felt that their heart was beating violently.

He couldn’t imagine that Lin Fan could really fight one against three.

And it’s still a direct spike, which is simply…horrible! Mobile phone:

Five meters in front of you is the limit…

Those who cross the line , die!

They sneered at this just now!

And Lin Fan told them with his brutal behavior that he did what he

said!

At this moment, it’s not just everyone.

Even Yan Yutang, the great master, couldn’t help but shrank fiercely,

and was obviously shocked by the scene before him.

Huh!

At the same time, Lin Fan cast an extremely cold gaze at Lee Sang

Hyuk:

“Next, it’s your turn!”

Hearing this, Lee Sang Hyuk’s scalp was numb on the spot, and his

nervous heart and liver all mentioned to his throat. Up.

especially!

When he saw Lin Fan coming step by step, he even howled miserably:

“Lin Fan, what do you want to do? I tell you, if you dare to touch my

hair, the Li family You must be broken into pieces!”

Upon seeing this, Wen Qian was also nervous and yelled at Lin Fan :

“Lin Fan, the Li family is a vassal of the Xiao family. You have

interrupted Li Xianghe’s legs, but still You want to take his life

recklessly, do you really want to live with the whole Jiangbei?”

“I advise you not to mistake yourself !”

This statement is extremely shameless!

Obviously it was Li Sang Hyuk who shot Lin Fan first, but Lin Fan

fought back, but he didn’t know whether to live or die!

just!

Lin Fan turned a deaf ear to their words, still maintaining a steady pace,

walking towards Li Sang Hyuk.

At this moment, everyone was extremely nervous and looked at Lin

Fan in disbelief.

This guy really intends to be an enemy of the entire Jiangbei?

This is simply piercing the sky!

But right now!

“You dare to touch his hair, my Xiao family wants you to die!” A

sudden, majestic voice suddenly sounded from the entire engagement

banquet.

Everyone present was slightly taken aback!

Then they all looked in the direction that the voice came from, and

when they saw the other side clearly, they took a breath of air-

conditioning.

It was a handsome young man with a neat suit and a magnificent

appearance. His whole body revealed a kind of arrogance unique to the

superior!

He is the youngest of the Jiangbei Communist Party’s Xiao family, Xiao

Tingjun!

Not only is his family background distinguished, his personal abilities

are also extremely outstanding. At only twenty-five years old, he has

tens of billions of assets and ranks among the richest in China.

However, the most terrifying thing is that the old Patriarch of the Xiao

Family has already deliberately handed over the position of Patriarch to

Xiao Tingjun in the past few years.

He will become the youngest owner of the Xiao family!

A veritable position of power!

“Young Master Xiao, the future Patriarch of the Xiao Family! Why is

he here too?”

“It turned out to be Young Master Xiao. This kind of existence actually

attended Li Sang-hyuk’s engagement banquet. Isn’t it a shame?”

The audience was very respectful, and bowed to Xiao Tingjun, showing

excitement in all their faces, and couldn’t believe that he could see such

a legend in person.

The moment they saw Xiao Tingjun, the faces of Li Sang Hyuk and

Wen Qian were suddenly filled with ecstasy!

Immediately!

It was just a big laugh!

“Hahaha, Lin Fan, you idiot! The master of my Li family is here, you

have something to move me to try!”

Li Sang-hyuk had a savage face, and then shouted at Xiao Tingjun:

” Young Master , these two The guy was bold enough to steal the

Queen’s Necklace Seablue Heart. After being exposed by us, he

violently wounded people. You must not let them go! ”

Huh?

Upon hearing this, Xiao Tingjun’s expression became completely

gloomy.
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